Serological and genotyping study of rare cis-AB01/O01 in the area of Inner Mongolia - with a case report
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ABSTRACT

The antigen gene of ABO blood group system, called ABO, is located on human chromosome 9, with a total length of 19.5 kb. It is the first blood group system found by human beings.¹ ABO blood group subtypes are formed by ABO genovariation, i.e., gene A variation for A subtype, gene B variation for B subtype and gene O variation for new O alleles. ABO subtypes contain A3, Ax, Ael, Aw, Am, B3, Bx, Bel, Bw, cis-AB, B (A). Generally, an individual with AB blood group has an A allele on one chromosome, with B allele on its paired chromosome. This phenomenon is called trans-AB. However, cis-AB is a unique ABO phenotype that A and B alleles are located on the same chromosome, so that it can be inherited by the next generation.² This special mode of inheritance often causes a discrepancy of ABO blood grouping and then reduces the effectiveness and safety of blood transfusion. Therefore, to accurately identify the blood group of cis-AB is a precondition for the safety of blood transfusion.³ The serological and genotyping analysis on a case of cis-AB patient in our hospital is reported as follows.
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1. DATA AND METHODS

1.1 General information

A male patient, 61 years old, with right innominate bone pain and 2-year limitation of motion, was proposed to be given a scheduled operation, with a past history of blood transfusion. Sufficient blood was prepared for blood transfusion as normal before operation. Ortho AutoVue automatic blood grouping and matching analyzer system showed the following identification results: direct grouping indicated AB subtype, but indirect grouping indicated A subtype instead, with a discrepancy of blood grouping. The further serological examination for blood grouping was made by recollecting the blood sample from the patient and sending it to Nobel Prize R&D Institute of Jiangsu ZOJIWAT Biotech Co., Ltd. for ABO genotyping and gene sequencing (Sample No.: W126).

1.2 Instruments and reagents

Ortho AutoVue automatic blood grouping and matching analyzer, Taiwan BASO centrifuge, water bath; Anti-A, Anti-B and RhD (IgM) blood grouping reagents, screened red blood cells, Anti-H reagents and Anti-A1 reagents (SHPBC); ABO indirect grouping reagents (Changchun Brother Biotech Co., Ltd.); Anti-A and Anti-B reagents (France); Human red blood cell ABO genotyping kits (fluorescence PCR, Batch No.: 20180226, Jiangsu ZOJIWAT Biotech Co., Ltd.), and all reagents above were used within the available period.
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1.3 Methods

1.3.1 ABO blood group serological examinations
Serological examinations such as ABO blood grouping, Anti-H determination, Anti-AB & antibody screening and saliva test were performed strictly in accordance with relevant literatures.\textsuperscript{[4, 5]}

1.3.2 ABO genotyping and gene sequencing
Nobel Prize R&D Institute of Jiangsu ZOJIW AT Biotech Co., Ltd. was engaged in the ABO blood grouping.

2. RESULTS

2.1 The results of ABO blood grouping
The results showed that direct grouping indicated AB genotype (B antigens showed a low expression intensity in a mixed field) and indirect grouping indicated A genotype, with a discrepancy of blood grouping. It was preliminarily determined that AB subtype generated anti-B or attenuated B antigens with alloantibodies. In addition, in direct grouping, 0 reaction to anti-A1, 4+ reaction to anti-AB, 3+ reaction to anti-H; in indirect grouping, 1+ reaction to B cells. It was indicated that this type of antibody was probably anti-B antibody. In combination with the medical history, the patient was suspected to be cis-AB, which was required to be confirmed by performing a gene test. The results were shown in Table 1.

2.2 Antibody screening test
Both saline tube method and anti-human globulin test showed negative results; and indirect grouping showed 1+ reaction to B cells from 3 donors and negative to O cells from 3 donors respectively. Combined with these two tests, it can be determined that the antibody in this case of patient is a type of irregular anti-B instead of non-ABO alloantibody.

2.3 The results of saliva test
The results showed as secretory type, and the saliva sample contained A substance, H substance and weakly secretory B substance.

2.4 The results of ABO genotyping
The genotyping of the sample (W126) by fluorescence PCR displayed the following results: Type A indicated positive bands, which was identified as A rather than A205; Type OT and Type O01 indicated positive bands, which was identified as O01 (see Figure 1). The result of ABO genotyping: A/O01.

2.5 The results of ABO gene sequencing
The results of gene sequencing for this sample (W126) showed no mutation at 297A/A of exon 6 and G deletion at 261, which resulted in the appearance of consecutive interference peaks. The two points mentioned were considered to be the specific sequences of O01 subtype. Nevertheless, this sample also showed two mutations at 467C>T and 803G>C of exon 7, which conformed to the genetic characteristics of cis-AB01 genotype. According to the sequencing results, the genotype of this sample was speculated to be cis-AB01/O01. See Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the complete sequencing results of ABO genotyping.

2.6 Final determinative results
On the basis of serological and genetic examinations, it can be determined that the blood group in this case should be cis-AB, whose genotype conforms to cis-AB01/O01.

3. DISCUSSION

cis-AB is an extremely rare subtype, which has a very low probability in the population (about 1/580,000 1/170,000). Some literatures show that, in general, there are about 14 cases of cis-AB subtype in 1,000,000 Japanese cases, with a ratio of 0.0014%, while in 112,710 examined cases of AB genotype, the ratio is about 0.012%.\textsuperscript{[6]}

In 1965, Yamaguchi et al.\textsuperscript{[7]} reported that, in A2B3 subtype, both A2 allele and B3 allele were considered to be located on the same chromosome. When A or B glycosyltransferase gene haplotype allele shows one-point or multi-point mutation, it will cause glycosyltransferase with this gene coding to simultaneously catalyze two types of substrates added to L-Fucose to produce A and B antigens. The resulting AB subtype is called cis-AB.\textsuperscript{[8]} There are two possibilities for the appearance of
cis-AB: one is unequal genetic crossing over, in which A allele on one chromosome combines with B allele on the paired chromosome to form a novel cis-AB subtype with normal genetic information; the other is the mutation at A allele or B allele, in which the gene coding products contain both A and B antigens. Since ABO genotypes were cloned and sequenced in 1990, the molecular genetic model of cis-AB subtype has been gradually studied and revealed by some scholars. The main cause for cis-AB phenotype is related to the point mutation of A or B allele on exon 7.²

Figure 1. Genotyping results
*Blue frame line stands for internal reference, and red frame line stands for positive band*

Figure 2. The complete sequencing results of ABO genotyping

Figure 3. Mutation Point Screenshot
So far, 8 subtypes of alleles for cis-AB genotype have been found, they are: 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08 and 01var.[9] The main characteristics of cis-AB01 are point mutations at 803G>C and 467C>T.[10] This case of patient shows no mutation at 297A/A of exon 6 and G deletion at 261, which leads to the appearance of consecutive interference peaks before 261. The two points mentioned were considered to be the specific sequences of 001 subtype. Nevertheless, this patient also shows two mutations at 467C>T and 803G>C on exon 7, which conform to the genetic characteristics of cis-AB01 genotype. The exon sequence conforms to the heterozygous characteristics of cis-AB01/O01, i.e., cis-AB01 and O01 constitute a heterozygote, whose genotype and sequencing result should be cis-AB01/O01. Cis-AB01/O01 subtype accounts for 66.7% of the total cis-AB genotypes.[11] In cis-AB/O genotype, one is haplotype AB allele, the other is haplotype O allele. The serological results of cis-AB blood group have certain characteristics. When cis-AB and O alleles constitute a heterozygote, the serological results generally show the genotype as A2B3: (1) even though A antigen on cis-AB cell is often considered as A2, but the intensity of A antigen is higher than that of A2B and lower than that of A1B; (2) almost all of cis-AB cells weakly express B antigen exceptionally, which is similar to B3 phenotype; have a strong reaction to immunological A type serum, and weakly agglutinate or not agglutinate with serum anti-B; (3) cis-AB cells have a high H antigenicity and a moderate reaction (reach up to 3+) to O cells; (4) weak anti-B always exists in cis-AB human blood serum.[5] In the serological examination for blood grouping: in direct grouping, the results show the agglutination of anti-A (++) and no agglutination of anti-A1 (0), which indicates the existence of A2 antigens, with weak reaction and a mixed field (mf) reaction to anti-B; in indirect grouping, the results show weak reaction to anti-B (+). In the light of antibody screening and the results of serological examinations for B cells from 3 donors and O cells from 3 donors in indirect grouping, it can be determined that the antibody is a type of irregular anti-B instead of non-ABO alloantibody, and the intensity of anti-H is obviously higher than that in normal B type, which indicates the existence of B3 antigens. The sample from this case of patient shares the same serological characteristics as A2B3.[5]

It is important to differentiate A2B3 from the following two situations in the serological characteristics of cis-AB: (1) the difference from ABx or AxB;[4][11] because cis-AB allele and other normal A or B allele constitute a heterozygote, ABx or AxB often has an effect of antigen dose, with no enhancement of anti-H intensity or weak anti-H intensity, the agglutination intensity of anti-H is generally lower than that in the reaction of O cells to anti-H;[12,13] (2) the difference from acquired B: acquired B is associated with diseases and is only expressed in A type red blood cells, so that the reaction pattern appears to be similar to that in AB type during the process of blood grouping. The individual with acquired B antigens only have anti-B antibodies in the blood, but these antibodies have no reaction to acquired B cells. Besides, acquired B antigens could weaken the antigenicity of A antigens. Therefore, the antigenicity of A antigens in red blood cells will be enhanced after acquired B antigens disappear.[5]

Due to the effects of various factors, it is difficult to identify cis-AB blood group on the ground of serological manifestations, as the existence of weak anti-B antigens may lead to a discrepancy of ABO blood grouping and then easily result in the erroneous judgment of blood group. During the process of clinical tests, it often appears as the difficulty in blood grouping and cross-matching. If blood transfusion incompatibility occurs, it will cause hemolytic transfusion reactions. As to this case of patient, there are no anti-B antibodies in the serum, so that B type red blood cells could not be used in the blood transfusion. It is strongly recommended to transfuse O type washed red blood cells and AB type blood plasma or perform autologous blood transfusion. Considering the indication for blood transfusion in this case completely met the requirements of preoperative autologous blood donation, 400 ml of autoblood was collected from the patient 3 days before operation. Autologous blood transfusion was performed during the surgery, with no postoperative adverse reactions.

According to incomplete statistics, it was the first time to report a case of patient with cis-AB01/O01 subtype in the area of Inner Mongolia. Since this patient didn’t consent to the investigation of his genetic conditions, it was unable to make a pedigree study.

In conclusion, it is unable to accurately identify cis-AB subtype according to the serological reaction pattern of cis-AB. It is necessary to make a differentiation by use of molecular biological techniques (such as ABO genotyping). Pedigree study is recommended if applicable. Only to accurately identify cis-AB blood group can guarantee the safety of blood transfusion and prevent from the occurrence of adverse reactions for blood transfusion.
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